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Agent-based middleware that has abilities of adaptation to dynamically
changing environments is a signiﬁcant direction for system developments in
ubiquitous computing environments. In this paper, we focus on the communication infrastructure of agent-based middleware in ubiquitous computing environments. We propose an adaptive communication mechanism between agent
platforms, which can select communication schemes ﬂexibly, based on properties
of inter-agent communication and resource status. We designed the proposed
mechanism and implemented a prototype system. Furthermore, we performed
an initial experiment by using the prototype system on a network environment
with two types of access network. We conﬁrmed that the dynamic selection
of an inter-platform communication scheme works eﬀectively according to the
change of network resource status. From the experimental results, we conﬁrmed
that eﬃciency is improved 5% and stability is improved 22% when compared
to that of the traditional mechanism.

1. Introduction
Recently, ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) environment 1) , which comprise embedded computers, mobile terminals, sensor networks, and wireless access links,
are emerging. Research and development is progressing actively to create new
services and technologies to enrich this environment, such as context-aware service provisions, service integration, and middleware 2)–5) .
In general, because limitations of availability of computational and network
resources exist, application systems that work on the ubicomp environment, in
other words, ubiquitous applications, are required to have ability to adapt to
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various types of environment. They also have to cope with decentralization of
context information and services. Hence, middleware to develop ubiquitous applications more eﬀectively is promising 6) .
Meanwhile, many studies of agent-based middleware have been investigated
in recent years 7)–14) . From the viewpoint of its high adaptation ability to environments, a multiagent system composed of agent-based middleware can fulﬁll
the requirements of a ubiquitous application. Therefore, agent-based middleware is expected to be a potential framework to realize eﬀective and advanced
ubiquitous application development. However, there are problems to be resolved
when agent-based middleware is applied to ubiquitous application development,
such as instability and ineﬃciency of communication among agents, performance
degradation caused by the overload of agents, scalability problems, etc. These
problems originate in the characteristics of the ubiquitous computing environment where the limitation of the resources is more notable than the average
computing environment.
Our study aims to provide advanced and stable services in ubicomp environments by using agent-based middleware to resolve the above-mentioned issues.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of instability and ineﬃciency of communication between agents: we build an advanced communication infrastructure
for the agent platform, considering situations of the environment and properties
of inter-agent communications. We propose an “Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism” that can ﬂexibly select inter-platform communication
schemes according to network situations or computational resources and properties of inter-agent communications. This mechanism enables the agent platform
to adapt to the various kinds of inter-agent communication requirements in a
ubicomp environment with limited resources. Consequently, the mechanism can
provide advanced and stable ubiquitous services with the ubiquitous applications
that consist of the multiagent system.
In our previous works, we have presented the basic concept and outline of the
proposed scheme, and have shown some results of the initial experiments 15)–17) .
The initial version of this paper was presented at the DPS workshop held on Dec. 2008,
which was sponsored by SIG-DPS. This paper was recommended to be submitted to IPSJ
Journal by the chairman of SIG-DPS.
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In this paper, we present a detailed design of the Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism, and describe the implementation of the prototype system based on the design. In addition, we performed further experiments by using
the prototype system on two types of access networks. From the experimental
results, we conﬁrmed that the dynamic selection of an inter-platform communication scheme works eﬀectively, according to changes in network resource status.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the related work and problems. In Section 3, the design of the Adaptive Interplatform Communication Mechanism is described. The implementation is presented in Section 4. Moreover, experiments and evaluation are presented in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2. Related Work and Problems
2.1 Ubiquitous Application Based on Agent-based Middleware
There is a previous work that has investigated middleware specialized for developing ubiquitous applications 6) . In the literature, the following items are pointed
out as the functional requirements for middleware for ubiquitous applications:
(R1) Adaptability to changing environment
(R2) Flexibility to compose application dynamically
(R3) Cooperativeness to share information between various applications
On the other hand, research and development of a variety of agent-based middleware have been promoted in recent years 7)–14) . Agent-based middleware is a
software infrastructure to construct multiagent systems. Here, an agent is made
from a software component that is an element of an application system. It is
formed by adding such abilities as autonomy, mobility, organizational behavior,
and cooperativeness, to the software component. A multiagent system comprises
the organization of multiple agents based on the ability of each agent described
above. The multiagent system has a characteristic to adapt to various situations
by changing the combination of agents. Therefore, the system can be constructed
ﬂexibly according to the situation. For these reasons, a multiagent system can
fulﬁll the functional requirements (R1) to (R3), and it would be suitable to construct ubiquitous applications as a multiagent system.
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2.2 Diﬃculties
We have diﬃculties when we apply traditional agent-based middleware to a
ubicomp environment. Here, we assume a ubicomp environment as a computing
environment where various types of computers, such as embedded PC, PDA, and
handheld PC, with heterogeneous functions and performances, co-exist. They
are also connected by wireless access networks in the range from 128 kpbs (PHS)
to several tens of Mbps (IEEE802.11). Therefore, the ubiquitous application is
supposed to be constructed on a computer with low performance and narrow
bandwidth network connection. In such an environment, agent-based middleware, that can continuously provide services as stable as possible, is required,
even when QoS is deteriorated or the operational situation of the system becomes unstable. Concretely, we have the following diﬃculties when agent-based
middleware is applied to a ubicomp environment.
(P1) Instability and ineﬃciency of communication among entities: This is
mainly caused by the restriction of network resources,
(P2) Performance degradation: This is due to the limitation of the computational resources and the excessive load of agents,
(P3) Low scalability: This is a problem of low extensibility in terms of the
function and size of the overall system, originating from (P1) and (P2),
(P4) Complexity in deployment: This is an operational issue that is how to
deploy the agent platform on heterogeneous computing environments.
2.3 Target Problem
In this paper, we focus on problem (P1) described in the previous section. We
concentrate on the agent platform that is a workspace where the agents live. The
main function of the agent platform is to manage agents’ life cycles. It also has
an important role supporting inter-agent communications. When an agent sends
a message to another agent in a remote host, the agent sends the message to the
local agent platform, and then the platform transfers the message to the agent
platform in other hosts where the destination agent exists. Finally, the remote
agent platform passes the message to the destination agent.
In a ubicomp environment, because networks with narrow bandwidth and unstable connections are generally used, improving the eﬃciency and stability of
communication between agent platforms (inter-platform communication) is es-
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Table 1 Inter-platform communication schemes of typical agent-based middleware 18) .
Developer
Chiba Inst. of Tech.
IKV++ Technologies AG
University of Minnesota
TILab
Open Source
British Telecom. Lab

Agent-based middleware
DASH 9)
Grasshopper 12)
Ajanta 10)
JADE 13)
FIPA-OS 11)
Zeus 14)

Used communication schemes
ACL, RMI
sockets, RMI, IIOP
Java RMI, ATP
ACL, RMI
ACL, IIOP, RMI
KQML, ACL

Table 2 Examples of inter-agent communication semantics.
Type
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sender
Agent-A
Agent-C
Agent-E
Agent-G

Recipient
Agent-B
Agent-D
Agent-F
Agent-H

Kind of Communication semantics
Periodical and continuous report of user’s physical location
Agent termination request
Transfer of operational history after the service completes
Transmission of contract net protocol message

sential. However, existing agent-based middleware has limitations resolving this
problem. This is because, one and only one communication scheme is statically
used in the inter-platform communication even if the types of the communication environments are diﬀerent. We show the typical agent-based middleware
and those inter-platform communication schemes in Table 1.
In Table 2, we show some examples of semantics of inter-agent communication. Suppose that these diﬀerent types of communications between agents are
performed over the single communication scheme between agent platforms. We
show the speciﬁc examples in Fig. 1 to clarify this problem.
Figure 1 (a) represents a case of inter-platform communication by using
connection-oriented transport service with single continuous session. The agentbased middleware with this communication scheme has an advantage when reliable communication between agents is required, and the wide bandwidth of
network can be available. However, for the inter-agent communication which
needs real-time transfer such as delivering of user’s location information, and if
the network connection is unstable, then the requirement can not be fulﬁlled due
to the transmission delay. In this case, the communication type (3) in Table 2 is
suitable, but (1) is not suitable.
On the other hand, Fig. 1 (b) depicts the inter-platform communication scheme
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(a) Connection-oriented, single continuous session communication scheme

(b) Connectionless-oriented communication scheme
Fig. 1 Issues in inter-platform communication by using single communication scheme.

by using a connectionless-oriented transport service. In this case, it has an advantage when the inter-agent communication requires real-time transmission rather
than the reliability. By contrast, when the reliability is needed such as the case of
agent termination instruction is issued, some problems may occur in cooperative
behavior of agents due to no arrival of the important message. In this case, (1)
is suitable, but other types are not suitable.
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These examples show that, existing inter-platform communication with single communication scheme can not achieve the improvement in eﬃciency and
stability of the inter-agent communication in ubicomp environment where the
absolute amount of network resources and computer resources are restricted and
the change of them are drastic.
3. Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism
3.1 Outline of the Proposed Mechanism
To resolve the problem described in Section 2.3, a dedicated mechanism is required to switch many types of inter-platform communication schemes according
to the information of ubicomp environment in which the agent-based middleware works, and the semantics of the inter-agent communications. Because the
inter-agent communication semantics represent requirements of agents for their
communications, it provides the important information for selection of the suitable communication scheme. In general, agent-based applications are constructed
extemporarily and dynamically on the middleware, thus, the communication semantics also change drastically according to the agent organizations. Therefore,
we have to embed the monitoring and analyzing function for the inter-agent
communication semantics in the proposed mechanism. This is the agent-speciﬁc
function required for the proposed mechanism. Fortunately, all the inter-agent
communications are basically performed through the platform, and the messages
used for the communications are formalized by the agent communication protocols, so we can manage the communications intensively and systematically. We
utilize these agent-speciﬁc characteristics to realize the inter-agent communication monitoring and analyzing.
Figure 2 shows the eﬀect of the proposed mechanism. The assumed interagent communication semantics are the same as those deﬁned in Table 2. This
mechanism selects the communication scheme of low transmission delay when
the inter-agent communication requires real-time property. Whereas, it oﬀers
the communication scheme with reliability when the agent needs the reliable
communication instead of the real-time property. Therefore, the agent platform
can be achieved, with the ﬂexible inter-platform communication which meets the
requirements of the inter-agent communications as much as possible.
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Fig. 2 An examples of the appropriate selection of the inter-platform communication scheme
based on the inter-agent communication semantics.

We propose an “Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism.” This
mechanism has functions to select a suitable inter-agent platform communication
scheme based on the situations of network/computational resources and the properties of inter-agent communications. The inter-platform communication scheme
M is represented by the ﬁve-tuple as follows:
M =< c, a, b, p, s >
Here, c represents a connection type of the transport communication such as
connectionless-oriented or connection-oriented; a shows a property of duration
time of a transport session such as short, long, or continuous session; b expresses
a kind of data transmission scheme such as streaming and bulk data transfer;
p means a priority of an agent message such as high, medium, low, and urgent;
s is a security property such as encrypted or plain. The proposed mechanism
outputs the selected communication scheme in the form of this model.
3.2 Architectural Design of the Proposed Mechanism
Figure 3 shows the architectural design of Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism. This architecture consists of six functions as follows:
(1) Computational Resource Monitor: This function is for observation of
the computational resources of the computer on which the middleware runs, such
as CPU and memory utility status. It stores and manages the data of utilization
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Fig. 3 Architecture of Adaptive Inter-platform Communication Mechanism.

of CPU, memory or other resources obtained from computer platform interfaces.
(2) Network Resource Monitor: This function is for observation of the network resources. It manages the network-related data obtained from network
interface, such as the type of communication link, available or utilizing network
bandwidth, amount of network traﬃc, or status of the link (connected, disconnected, and re-connecting), etc.
(3) Inter-agent Communication Monitor: This function is for observation
of inter-agent communication semantics. It infers the characteristics of the interagent communication based on header information, message contents, intervals,
frequency, a pattern of message exchanging between the agents, etc. For instance,
when an agent sends messages to another speciﬁc agent in a particular interval,
and only the ﬁxed position of the contents in the sequence of the agent messages is just diﬀerence, this function recognizes that the agent sends some kinds
of resource status information periodically, such as transition of computational
resources and user’s location. This is the agent-speciﬁc function to trace the
inter-agent communication semantics that change drastically according to the
dynamic construction of agent organization.
(4) Communication Scheme Selector: This is a key component in the proposed mechanism; this makes a decision about suitable inter-platform communi-
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cation scheme (M ) based on the information from all the monitoring functions
(Computational Resource Monitor, Network Resource Monitor, and Inter-agent
Communication Monitor). In this function, the decision making is accomplished
by the production system for internal processing. Details are described in Section 3.3.
(5) Inter-platform Communicator: This function selects one communication
scheme that satisﬁes the suggestion from the Communication Scheme Selector,
and maintains the mapping a speciﬁc inter-agent communication message onto a
selected transport communication scheme.
(6) Network Interface: This function actually establishes and maintains the
transport communication path between agent platforms and transfers agent messages through the path. It also gives information about network resource situations to Network Resource Monitor.
3.3 Internal Structure of Communication Scheme Selector
Information that is given to the Communication Scheme Selector from various
monitoring functions is diverse. If the function for decision making on appropriate communication scheme is written by the procedural type programming
language, there will be problems in its description and readability, because we
have to code many condition branches. The system also lacks scalability because the algorithms are hard-coded. In this work, we propose the design of this
function with the “production system” to resolve these problems. The employment of the production system enables the stepwise reﬁnement of the function
by adding the “rules” and “facts.” Moreover, it enables intuitive and immediate
description of the process of this function because we can describe the operations
on the information as knowledge in the if-then rule fashion. In this knowledge,
the observed information is described in the conditional part, and the selected
communication scheme is described in the action part, in the rule description.
The internal structure of this function is shown in Fig. 4. Working Memory
(WM) stores a set of facts. A fact represents a situation of a thing using a set
of pairs of attribute and value. The Rule Base stores a set of rules that are described in if-then fashion. Inference Engine checks whether the conditional part
of a rule in the Rule Base and a fact in the WM are matched. If all the conditions
for the rule are matched to the facts in the WM, the rule is ﬁred and the action
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devices. The rule-base system meets these requirements. The rules and facts
represent the segment of the knowledge compactly and they increase the maintainability and extensibility of the total system. Moreover, the Inference Engine
can induce the best possible solution from many patterns of complex conditions
to recover the undesired situation in eﬃciency and stability.
3.4 An Example Operation of the Communication Scheme Selector
In this section, we show how the Communication Scheme Selector works, by
illustrating a simple example of the scheme selection. Here, a fact is generally
represented in the following form:
(identif ier : attribute [value] . . .)

Fig. 4 Internal structure of Communication Scheme Selector based on production system.

part of the rule is executed by the speciﬁed sequence of operations such as creation, modiﬁcation, and deletion. In this function, the fact represents resource
situations obtained from various monitoring functions, information about characteristics of the inter-agent communications, the intermediate knowledge used
in the process of inference, the ﬁnal inference result, etc. Finally the rule derives
a suitable communication scheme M according to these situations.
Here, we mention that how the rule-based system can resolve the problems in
eﬃciency and stability described in (P1) in Section 2.2. In ubicomp environment,
many types of access networks and computation devices are co-existing. Therefore, we have to cope with the knowledge on the wide range of available network
resources and computational resources, to maintain the eﬃciency and stability
of inter-agent communication. For instance, we can use many types of the access
networks such as Zigbee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, PHS, FOMA, etc. Each
access networks have individual characteristics in their communication, thus we
have to deal with many kinds of knowledge on these networks. Moreover, new
technologies are incorporated day by day in the ubicomp environment, so when
a new access network or sensor device is installed, our system should include
it quickly and easily. Therefore, our system should have ability to deal with
the complexity and scalability of the knowledge on networks and computational
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(1)

The structure of intermediate knowledge is generally represented in the following
form:
(inf erence − result
: communication [communication endpoint]
: positive [positive suggestion of M ]
: negative [negative suggestion of M ]
)

(2)

The : communication attribute indicates a communication endpoint of inter-agent
communication, the : positive attribute is a positive suggestion, and the : negative
attribute is a negative suggestion. We describe an example of operation of the
Communication Scheme Selector. First, the Network Resource Monitor function
observes a situation: “The Round Trip Time (RTT) between this machine and
a remote machine X is 2,500 milliseconds.” In addition, Inter-agent Communication Monitor function observes a situation: “Agent A is communicating with
Agent B in a remote machine X at interval of 10,000 milliseconds.” Hereby, the
following facts are created in Working Memory (WM).
(ping-update
: remote-address X : rtt-millisec 2,500
)

(3)
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(agent-outgoing-communication
: f rom A : to B
: remote-address X : remote-platf orm P
: f requency-millisec 10,000
)

communication scheme.
(4)

Next, for example, we assume that a threshold value of the RTT is set to 2,000
milliseconds. This threshold value is used for determining whether a situation of
network is overﬂow or not. We also assume that a threshold value of transmission
of inter-agent communication interval is set to 10,000 milliseconds. This value is
used for determining whether a situation of inter-agent communication is highfrequency or not. Hereby, the following facts are created in WM.
(rtt-threshold : threshold 2,000)

(5)

(f requency-threshold : threshold 1,000)

(6)

Consequently, from Fact (3) and Fact (5), the Inference Engine infers the following intermediate knowledge. This knowledge means that it is feasible to use
unreliable communication scheme and not to use reliable communication scheme
for communications to X.
(inf erence-result
: communication
(link : f rom ∗ : to ∗ : remote-address X : remote-platf orm ∗)
: positive
(suggestion
(7)
: guarantee-type (U nReliable) . . .)
: negative
(suggestion
: guarantee-type (ReliableArriveOne) . . .)
)

(inf erence-result
: communication
(link : f rom A : to B : remote-address X
: remote-platf orm P )
: positive
(suggestion
: guarantee-type (ReliableArriveOne) . . .)
: negative
(suggestion
: guarantee-type () . . .)
)

(8)

In addition, the Network Resource Monitor function observes a situation; reliable communication scheme and unreliable communication scheme are available
for all communications. The Inference Engine infers the following intermediate
knowledge.
(inf erence-result
: communication
(link : f rom ∗ : to ∗ : remote-address ∗ : remote-platf orm ∗)
: positive
(suggestion
: guarantee-type (ReliableArriveOne N otReliable) . . .)
: negative
(suggestion
: guarantee-type (ReliableArriveSome) . . .)
)

(9)

The : communication attributes of Fact (7), Fact (8), and Fact (9) are corresponding to the communication of Agent A and Agent B. Therefore, the Communication Scheme Selector summarizes these facts to the following fact.

In the same way, the Inference Engine infers the following intermediate knowledge
from Fact (4) and Fact (6). This knowledge means that it is feasible to use reliable
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(suggestion-set
: communication
(link
: f rom A : to B
: remote-address X : remote-platf orm P )
: positive
(suggestion
: guarantee-type
(N otReliable ReliableArriveOne) . . .)
: negative
(suggestion
: guarantee-type
(ReliableArriveOne ReliableArriveSome) . . .)
)

(10)

Fact (10) shows an inference result from intermediate knowledge. This result
denotes when Agent A communicates with Agent B in platform P in machine X,
NotReliable or ReliableArriveOne is feasible to communication scheme, but ReliableArriveOne and ReliableArriveSome are not feasible. Finally, the Inference
Engine subtracts the : negative from the : positive of Fact (10), and the following
fact led as a ﬁnal inference result M.
(M : communication
: (link : f rom A : to B : remote-address X
: remote-platf orm P )
: guarantee-type N otReliable
. . .)

(11)

Fact (11) draws an inference result. This means to use not reliable communication
scheme when Agent A communicates with Agent B in platform P in machine X.
4. Implementation

implementation, we have incorporated the mechanism onto the inter-platform
communication function in DASH framework that is a kind of agent-based middleware.
First, we enhanced the Network Interface in the prototype system to be
able to connect with connection-oriented transport communication (TCP) and
connectionless-oriented transport communication (UDP). In addition, we introduced a new function to the agent platform to provide the network resource
information to the Network Resource Monitor. By using the characteristics of
simple connection-oriented transport protocol (TCP), we added a function to a
receiver to return an acknowledgement packet to a transmitter. The function
detects whether the network congestion or not based on a delay time of acknowledgement packets. Furthermore, we added a re-connection function by utilizing
this function. This function disconnects the communication path when the network congestion goes beyond the speciﬁc threshold, and then tries to reconnect
the path after waiting for a ﬁxed time interval. This threshold level and reconnection waiting time can be set dynamically from the agent application.
Second, we modiﬁed the Platform Control Interface such that the agents can
specify an Inter-platform Communication Scheme M directly without any control
of the Communication Scheme Selector.
Third, we implemented the Communication Scheme Selector. We constructed
very simple production system to conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposal mechanism. Besides, the production system has only one rule that represents “All
agents request a small delay communication scheme without any consideration
of reliability.” Thus, the Communication Scheme Selector can decide the M as
connection-oriented communication when the network condition is stable, and it
decides the M as connectionless-oriented communication when the network has
congestion.
Finally, we implemented a Network Resource Monitor. This monitoring function enables for the Communication Scheme Selector to select the appropriate
scheme based on the network status.

We have been developing the proposed mechanism based on the architecture
described in Section 3. We employed DASH 8) for software infrastructure. In this
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5. Experiment and Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Environment and Scenario
We performed experiments by using the prototype system to conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed mechanism on a data streaming service with two types of
access network. To compare to a traditional inter-platform communication mechanism, we implemented a single inter-platform communication scheme which can
communicate by connection-oriented communication to the prototype system.
The experimental environment consists of two PCs as shown in Fig. 5. The
streaming transmission server consists of “Transmitter” agent and “Manager”
agent. The Transmitter agent transmits a streaming data by UDP to “Receiver”
agent in receiving terminal, and the Manager agent changes the streaming data
rate. On the other hand, the receiving terminal includes “Receiver” agent and
“Controller” agent. The Controller agent continuously sends a message for controlling transmission rate to the Manager agent by inter-agent communication.
If the network resources are degraded, the QoS of the streaming service is degraded greatly because the network resources are shared by the streaming service
and controlling its rate. Thus, the application system falls into uncontrollable or
halts, and the QoS is degraded greatly.
We performed two experiments by using two types of access network of receiving
terminal; one is on PHS access network (Exp.1) and another is on FOMA access

Fig. 5 Experimental environment.
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network (Exp.2). On the both access networks, we compare the eﬃciency and
stability of the inter-platform communication with the proposed mechanism and
the traditional mechanism, in order to show how much the problem (P1) in
Section 2.2 is resolved.
We deﬁne the “Eﬃciency” of the inter-platform communication as the response
performance of the data streaming service. This response performance is denoted
as ResponseTime, and represented by the duration between the time T c when
the Controller agent sends a transmission rate control message and the time T s
when the Receiver agent receives a data which reﬂects the rate control message,
as follows:
ResponseT ime = T s − T c [sec.]
T c: The time when the Controller agent sends a transmission rate control message
T s: The time when the Receiver agent receives a data which reﬂects the rate
We also deﬁne the “Stability” of the inter-platform communication as the variance of the ResponseTimes. This stability can be measured by the standard
deviation of a set of the ResponseTimes.
We performed the two experiments by the following scenarios. In the Exp.1,
the Controller agent sends the transmission rate control messages in order of
12.8 kbps, 64 kbps, 32 kbps, 200 kbps, 250 kbps, and 32 kbps in every 5 seconds to
the Manager agent. On the other hand, in Exp.2, the Controller agent sends the
transmission rate control messages in order of 10 kbps, 90 kbps, 10 kbps, 180 kbps,
10 kbps, and 360 kbps in every 5 seconds to the Manager agent. In addition, we
set the threshold value of round trip time of acknowledge packet to 2 seconds
and the reconnecting waiting time to 30 seconds. Moreover, we measured the
ResponseTime in 90 seconds on the receiving terminal.
5.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Figure 6 (a) and
Fig. 7 (a) are the results of the traditional inter-platform communication scheme,
and Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 7 (b) are the results of the proposed mechanism.
In all results, the horizontal axis is measured time, and the vertical axis is data
rate (kbps). The broken line drawn means the transmission data rate control,
and a solid line means the received data rate. Circles on the solid line show the
time when the received data rate is actually changed to the value speciﬁed by
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(a) A result by using the ﬁxed communication scheme (Connection-oriented)

(a) A result by using the ﬁxed communication scheme (Connection-oriented)

(b) A result by using the proposed mechanism

(b) A result by using the proposed mechanism

Fig. 6 Experimental results of Exp.1.

Fig. 7 Experimental result of Exp.2.

transmission rate control just before. For instance, the change of received data
rate in the Fig. 6 (a) at point (m1 ) is caused by the transmission rate control at
point (m1 ), and also change at (m2 ) is caused by (m2 ) and at (m3 ) is caused
by at (m3 ), respectively. Moreover, the value such as 1.3 seconds or 1.8 seconds on Fig. 6 (a) represents the ResponseTime. “TCP” and “UDP” means the
communication scheme used at the corresponding time slot.
First, we describe the result of traditional mechanism with PHS shown in
Fig. 6 (a). The ResponseTime at 10 seconds was 6.7 seconds. At this time the

situation of access network was overloaded and then the incoming streaming
data to receiving terminal was delaying. This situation was continued for 37
seconds, but at 47 seconds the ResponseTime was decreased to 3.1 seconds, so
the situation of network was turned around temporary at this time. However,
at 50 seconds the ResponseTime was increasing and the network condition was
degraded again. Additionally, the transmission intervals of transmission rate
control message were delaying largely at 10 seconds, 23 seconds, and 50 seconds.
This is occurred because the inter-platform communication scheme of traditional
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mechanism transmits an agent message after receiving acknowledgement packet.
Therefore, the traditional mechanism leads degradation of QoS such as uncontrollable of data streaming service or decreasing frames per second (FPS) of video
transmission service.
Second, we describe the result of proposed mechanism with PHS shown in
Fig. 6 (b). At 10 seconds, the ResponseTime was 6.7 seconds and the network condition was degraded similarly at the time of Fig. 6 (a). In this case,
the inter-platform communication scheme of proposed mechanism was switched
from connection-oriented (TCP) to connectionless-oriented (UDP) communication scheme. Hereby we conﬁrmed that the Network Resource Monitor function
(described in Section 3.2) was running successfully, and therefore the ResponseTime at 20 seconds and 25 seconds was better than that of the traditional
mechanism. In addition, at 52 seconds the inter-platform communication scheme
switched to TCP because the reconnecting waiting time had passed, but the
inter-platform communication scheme returned to UDP soon because the network congestion was continued. Therefore, the proposed mechanism can prevent
degradation of QoS by improving the inter-agent communication by switching
the inter-platform communication scheme according to the network situation.
Third, we describe the result of traditional mechanism with FOMA shown
in Fig. 7 (a). At 10 seconds the ResponseTime increased from 3.7 seconds to
10.7 seconds and the network condition was degraded. The nominal downstream
bandwidth of FOMA is 3.6 Mbps but the receiving data rate was less than the
50 kbps. This means that the actual network situation can not determine beforehand. This is a good example of unexpected situation on the ubicomp environments. After this, the ResponseTime was not stable and also the receiving data
rate was drastically changing. Hence, the traditional mechanism can not control
the services stably, because the transmission of the inter-agent communication
was delaying.
Fourth, we describe the result of proposed mechanism with FOMA shown in
Fig. 7 (b). We conﬁrmed that the mechanism switched inter-platform communication scheme from TCP to UDP at 10 seconds. As a result, the agent message was
transmitting continuously. Additionally, at 20 seconds and 30 seconds, the rate
control message was transmitted but missed to reﬂect to the receiving data. This
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(a) A result by using the ﬁxed
(b) A result by using the proposed
communication scheme
mechanism
Fig. 8 Experimental result of Exp.1.

(a) A result by using the ﬁxed
(b) A result by using the proposed
communication scheme
mechanism
Fig. 9 Experimental result of Exp.2.

occurred because the system prioritized the real-time property rather than the
reliability. Hence, the proposed mechanism controls QoS stably by improving
the inter-agent communication by switching the inter-platform communication
scheme. In addition, the inter-platform communication switched from UDP to
TCP like a result by the proposed mechanism of Exp.1. Moreover, because the
Network Resource Monitor function of proposed mechanism observed precisely
what the network congestion improved at 45 seconds, 50 seconds, and 56 seconds,
thereby the ResponseTime at the time was decreased.
Here, we show the ResponseTime of each Transmission Rate Control Message in
both experiments, to make the eﬀect of the proposed mechanism clear, in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9. Figure 8 represents the result of Exp.1, and Fig. 9 is for the Exp.2. In
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Table 3 Evaluation of the two experiments.
(a) Experimental results of Exp.1
Average ResponseTime
SD of ResponseTime

Traditional Mechanism
5.4 (s)
2.0

Proposed Mechanism
5.3 (s)
1.7

(b) Experimental results of Exp.2
Average ResponseTime
SD of ResponseTime

Traditional Mechanism
4.6 (s)
3.1

Proposed Mechanism
2.5 (s)
2.0

the graphs of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the horizontal axis represents the sequence number
of the Transmission Rate Control Message in chronological order with index of
mi (i = 1, 2, 3 · · · n), and the vertical axis represents the ResponseTime. After the
m13 in Fig. 8 (a) and after m18 in Fig. 8 (b) are not shown, because these messages
are beyond the experimental duration of 90 seconds. From these results, by
comparing the number of times of successful transmission rate control, proposed
mechanism is greater than the traditional mechanism. This phenomenon presents
the fact that the proposed mechanism can control the service surely, compare to
the traditional mechanism. Moreover, in Exp.2 with FOMA access network,
we can ﬁnd that the ResponseTime of the proposed mechanism is considerably
smaller that the traditional mechanism totally.
Subsequently, we summarize the average of ResponseTime and standard deviation (SD) in each experiment in Table 3. From the results of Exp.1 in Table 3 (a),
the average ResponseTime of the proposed mechanism is increased and the SD
of ResponseTime is also increased. The eﬃciency of the proposed mechanism is
2% better and the stability of the proposed mechanism is 15% better than that
of traditional mechanism. In a similar way, the results of Exp.2 in Table 3 (b),
the average ResponseTime and the SD of the ResponseTime is increased, and
the eﬃciency of the proposed mechanism is 46% better and the stability of the
proposed mechanism is 35% better than that of traditional mechanism. These
results show that the proposed mechanism will have good performance on the
access networks with broader bandwidth.
Finally, in Table 4, we show the eﬃciency and stability improvement in more
general way. We performed 20 times experiments with the same situations of
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Table 4 Evaluation of 20 times experiments.
(a) Results of 20 times of Exp.1
Average ResponseTime
SD of ResponseTime

Traditional Mechanism
5.1 (s)
5.2

Proposed Mechanism
5.5 (s)
3.7

(b) Results of 20 times of Exp.2
Average ResponseTime
SD of ResponseTime

Traditional Mechanism
5.6 (s)
8.2

Proposed Mechanism
4.6 (s)
7.0

Exp.1 and Exp.2, and measured the total eﬃciency and reproducibility (i.e.,
stability) of the results. We show the standard deviation of the averages of
ResponseTime in 20 times trials of Exp.1 and Exp.2. We also show the average
of the averages of ResponseTime in 20 times trials of Exp.1 and Exp.2. Herewith,
the average of ResponseTime of the proposed mechanism is 6% smaller than that
of the traditional mechanism, and the SD of the averages of ResponseTime in
proposed mechanism is 15% to 29% smaller than that of traditional mechanism.
Therefore, from the experimental results, it is clear that the eﬃciency of the
inter-platform communication is improved 6% and the stability is improved 22%,
compare to those of the traditional mechanism, totally.
5.3 Discussion
The Controller agent sends a control message to the Manager agent to change
the streaming data rate. This kind of service controlling messages inﬂuence
greatly to the performance of the service. In this situation, the inter-platform
communication is required “Reliable” communication, so the traditional agentbased middleware uses the connection-oriented communication scheme. However,
our proposed mechanism selected connectionless-oriented communication scheme
and it worked eﬀectively.
This selection was inferred by the following knowledge which is embedded in
the Communication Scheme Selector function of proposed mechanism:
(K1) “The Network is TCP/IP-based network.”
(K2) “UDP can be transferred preferentially than TCP on the TCP/IP-based
network.”
(K3) “Use the Inter-platform Communication according to the actual network
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situation.”
Moreover, the situation of the environment are following:
(S1) “The network state is congestive.”
(S2) “Agents require reliable communication scheme.”
Here, (S1) is obtained from the Network Resource Monitor function and (S2)
from the Inter-agent Communication Monitor.
In this case, the Communication Scheme Selector inferred as follows:
(F1) “Use TCP” from (S1)
(F2) “Use UDP” from (K1) and (K2) and (S1)
(F3) “Use UDP” from (K3) and (F1) and (F2)
From this inference, UDP was selected for the inter-platform communication
scheme in experiments that used proposed mechanism when the network resources are degraded. As a result, QoS of streaming service is improved without
depending on the kind of access network in both experiments when used the proposed mechanism. We think the prototype system is suitable for the practical use
because of the time cost for switching the inter-platform communication scheme
is less than 1 millisecond.
Hence, we conﬁrmed that the agent-based middleware can provide stable and
high-quality services by switching adaptively the inter-platform communication
scheme according to the situation of environment.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive communication mechanism between
agent platforms which can ﬂexibly select communication schemes based on the
properties of inter-agent communication, in order to achieve stable ubiquitous services by using agent-based middleware. We described the design of the Adaptive
Inter-platform Communication Mechanism and implemented a prototype system
which has a part of the proposed functions. We performed experiments using
the prototype system under the situation which assumed ubicomp environment
to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed mechanism. In the network congestion, we conﬁrmed that the proposed mechanism can improve QoS of ubiquitous
services. In fact, from the experimental results, it is clear that the eﬃciency of the
application is improved 5% and the stability of the application is improved 22%,
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compare to these of the traditional mechanism. We expect that our mechanism
can improve the eﬃciency and stability of the ubiquitous applications, especially
for the applications with real-time property.
In future work, we will continuously enhance the functions of the prototype system, such as the Inter-agent Communication Monitor, Communication Scheme
Selector, and inference engine of the internal processing, to archive the middleware that can adapt to various inter-agent communications. Because the generality of this mechanism in various application domains is not deeply considered
in this paper, we will apply this mechanism to the diﬀerent applications, and will
measure the eﬀective range in eﬃciency and the stability in general ubiquitous
applications. We will also apply this mechanism to the other practical applications to investigate the eﬀects in the development, to have knowledge on design
methodology of agent-based ubiquitous applications.
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